We achieve significant improvements in several syntax-based machine translation experiments using a string-to-tree variant of multi bottom-up tree transducers. Our new parameterized rule extraction algorithm extracts string-to-tree rules that can be discontiguous and non-minimal in contrast to existing algorithms for the tree-to-tree setting. The obtained models significantly outperform the string-to-tree component of the Moses framework in a large-scale empirical evaluation on several known translation tasks. Our linguistic analysis reveals the remarkable benefits of discontiguous and non-minimal rules.
Introduction
We present an application of a variant of local multi bottom-up tree transducers ( MBOTs) as proposed in Maletti (2011) to statistical machine translation. MBOTs allow discontinuities on the target language side since they have a sequence of target tree fragments instead of a single tree fragment in their rules. The original approach makes use of syntactic information on both the source and the target side (tree-to-tree) and a corresponding minimal rule extraction is presented in (Maletti, 2011) . Braune et al. (2013) implemented it as well as a decoder inside the Moses framework (Koehn et al., 2007) and demonstrated that the resulting tree-to-tree MBOT system significantly improved over its tree-to-tree baseline using minimal rules. We can see at least two drawbacks in this approach. First, experiments investigating the integration of syntactic information on both sides generally report quality deterioration. For example, Lavie et al. (2008) , Liu et al. (2009), and Chiang (2010) noted that translation quality tends to decrease in tree-to-tree systems because the rules become too restrictive. Second, minimal rules (i.e., rules that cannot be obtained from other extracted rules) typically consist of a few lexical items only and are thus not the most suitable to translate idiomatic expressions and other fixed phrases. To overcome these drawbacks, we abolish the syntactic information for the source side and develop a string-to-tree variant of MBOTs. In addition, we develop a new rule extraction algorithm that can also extract non-minimal rules. In general, the number of extractable rules explodes, so our rule extraction places parameterized restrictions on the extracted rules in the same spirit as in (Chiang, 2007) . In this manner, we combine the advantages of the hierarchical phrase-based approach on the source side and the tree-based approach with discontinuiety on the target side.
We evaluate our new system in 3 large-scale experiments using translation tasks, in which we expect discontinuiety on the target. MBOTs are powerful but asymmetric models since discontinuiety is available only on the target. We chose to translate from English to German, Arabic, and Chinese. In all experiments our new system significantly outperforms the string-to-tree syntax-based component (Hoang et al., 2009 ) of Moses. The (potentially) discontiguous rules of our model are very useful in these setups, which we confirm in a quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Related work
Modern statistical machine translation systems (Koehn, 2009 ) are based on different translation models. Syntax-based systems have become widely used because of their ability to handle non-local reordering and other linguistic phenomena better than phrase-based models (Och and Ney, 2004) . Synchronous tree substitution grammars (STSGs) of Eisner (2003) use a single source and target tree fragment per rule. In contrast, an MBOT rule contains a single source tree fragment and a sequence of target tree fragments. MBOTs can also be understood as a restriction of the non-contiguous STSSGs of Sun et al. (2009) , which allow a sequence of source tree fragments and a sequence of target tree fragments. MBOT rules require exactly one source tree fragment.
While the mentioned syntax-based models use tree fragments for source and target (tree-to-tree), Galley et al. (2004) and Galley et al. (2006) use syntactic annotations only on the target language side (string-to-tree). Further research by DeNeefe et al. (2007) revealed that adding non-minimal rules improves translation quality in this setting. Here we improve statistical machine translation in this setting even further using non-minimal MBOT rules.
Theoretical Model
As our translation model, we use a string-to-tree variant of the shallow local multi bottom-up tree transducer of Braune et al. (2013) . We will call our variant MBOT for simplicity. Our MBOT is a synchronous grammar (Chiang, 2006) similar to a synchronous context-free grammar (SCFG), but instead of a single source and target fragment per rule, our rules are of the form s → (t 1 , . . . , t n ) with a single source string s and potentially several target tree fragments t 1 , . . . , t n . Besides lexical items the source string can contain (several occurrences of) the placeholder X, which links to non-lexical leaves in the target tree fragments. In contrast to an SCFG each placeholder can have several such links. However, each non-lexical leaf in a target tree fragment has exactly one such link to a placeholder X. An MBOT is simply a finite collection of such rules. Several valid rules are depicted in Figure 1 .
The sentential forms of our MBOTs, which occur during derivations, have exactly the same shape as our rules and each rule is a sentential form. We can combine sentential forms with the help of substitution (Chiang, 2006) . Roughly speaking, in a sentential form ξ we can replace a placeholder X that is linked (left-to-right) to non-lexical leaves C 1 , . . . , C k in the target tree fragments by the source string of any sentential form ζ, whose roots of the target tree fragments (left-to-right) read C 1 , . . . , C k . The target tree fragments of ζ will replace the respective linked leaves in the target tree fragments of the sentential form ξ. In other words, substitution has to respect the symbols in the linked target tree fragments and all linked leaves are replaced at the same time. We illustrate substitution in Figure 2 , where we replace the placeholder X in the source string, which is linked to the underlined leaves NP and PP in the target tree fragments. The rule below (also in Figure 1) is also a sentential form and matches since its (underlined) root labels of the target tree fragments read "NP PP". Thus, we can substitute the latter sentential form into the former and obtain the sentential form shown at the bottom of Figure 2 . Ideally, the substitution process is repeated until the complete source sentence is derived.
Rule Extraction
The rule extraction of Maletti (2011) extracts minimal tree-to-tree rules, which are rules containing both source and target tree fragments, from sentence pairs of a word-aligned and bi-parsed parallel corpus. In particular, this requires parses for both the source and the target language sentences which adds a source for errors and specificity potentially leading to lower translation performance and lower coverage (Wellington et al., 2006) . Chiang (2010) showed that string-to-tree systems-that1 concludes2 the3 debate4 on5 human6 rights7 TOP [1, 7] PROAV [1, 1] damit1 VAFIN [2, 2] ist2 NP [3, 4] ART [3, 3] die3 NN [4, 4] Aussprache4 VP [5, 7] PP [5, 6] APPR [5, 5] uber5 NN [6, 6] Menschenrechte6 VVPP [7, 7 ] geschlossen7
Figure 3: Word-aligned sentence pair with targetside parse.
which he calls fuzzy tree-to-tree-systems-generally yield higher translation quality compared to corresponding tree-to-tree systems.
For efficiency reasons the rule extraction of Maletti (2011) only extracts minimal rules, which are the smallest tree fragments compatible with the given word alignment and the parse trees. Similarly, non-minimal rules are those that can be obtained from minimal rules by substitution. In particular, each lexical item of a sentence pair occurs in exactly one minimal rule extracted from that sentence pair. However, minimal rules are especially unsuitable for fixed phrases consisting of rare words because minimal rules encourage small fragments and thus word-by-word translation. Consequently, such fixed phrases will often be assembled inconsistently by substitution from small fragments. Non-minimal rules encourage a consistent translation by covering larger parts of the source sentence.
Here we want to develop an efficient rule extraction procedure for our string-to-tree MBOTs that avoids the mentioned drawbacks. Naturally, we could substitute minimal rules into each other to obtain non-minimal rules, but performing substitution for all combinations is clearly intractable. Instead we essentially follow the approach of Koehn et al. (2003) , Och and Ney (2004), and Chiang (2007) , which is based on consistently aligned phrase pairs. Our training corpus contains word-aligned sentence pairs e, A, f , which contain a source language sentence e, a target language sentence f , and an alignment
, where e and f are the lengths of the sentences e and f , respectively, and 
A rule span is a pair p, ϕ consisting of a source phrase p and a sequence ϕ = p 1 · · · p n of (nonoverlapping) target phrases p 1 , . . . , p n . Spans overlap if their intersection is non-empty. If n = 1 (i.e., there is exactly one target phrase in ϕ) then p, ϕ is also a phrase pair (Koehn et al., 2003) . We want to emphasize that formally phrases are spans and not the substrings occuring at that span.
Next, we lift the notion of consistently aligned phrase pairs to our rule spans. Simply put, for a consistently aligned rule span p, p 1 · · · p n we require that it respects the alignment A in the sense that the origin i of an alignment (i, j) ∈ A is covered by p if and only if the destination j is covered by p 1 , . . . , p n . Formally, the rule span p, p 1 · · · p n is consistently aligned if for every (i, j) ∈ A we have i ∈ p if and only if j ∈ n k=1 p k . For example, given the word-aligned sentence pair in Figure 3 Our MBOTs use rules consisting of a source string and a sequence of target tree fragments. The target trees are provided by a parser for the target language. For each word-aligned sentence pair e, A, f we thus have a parse tree t for f . An example is provided in Figure 3 . We omit a formal definition of trees, but recall that each node η of the parse tree t governs a (unique) target phrase. In Figure 3 we have indicated those target phrases (spans) as subscript to the non-lexical node labels. A consistently aligned rule span p, p 1 · · · p n of e, A, f is compatible with t if there exist nodes η 1 , . . . , η n of t such that η k governs p k for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n. For example, given the word-aligned sentence pair and parse tree t in Figure 3 , the consistently aligned rule span Now we are ready to start the rule extraction. For each consistently aligned rule span p, p 1 · · · p n that is compatible with t and each selection of nodes η 1 , . . . , η n of t such that n k governs p k for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we can extract the rule e(p) → flat(t η 1 ), . . . , flat(t ηn ) , where • e(p) is the substring of e at span p, 1
• flat(u) removes all internal nodes from u (all nodes except the root and the leaves), and • t η is the subtree rooted in η for node η of t. 
• and t η 3 = (VVPP geschlossen). The function flat leaves t η 1 and t η 3 unchanged, but flat(t η 2 ) = (NP die Aussprache). Thus, we obtain the boxed rule of Figure 4 .
Clearly, the initial rules are just the start because they are completely lexical in the sense that they never contain the placeholder X in the source string nor a non-lexical leaf in any output tree fragment. We introduce non-lexical rules using the same approach as for the hierarchical rules of Chiang (2007) . Roughly speaking, we obtain a new rule r by "excising" an initial rule r from another rule r and replacing the removed part by
• the placeholder X in the source string,
• the root label of the removed tree fragment in the target tree fragments, and • linking the removed parts appropriately, so that the flatted substitution of r into r can yield r . This "excision" process is illustrated in Figure 5 , where we remove the middle initial rule from the topmost initial rule. The result is displayed at the bottom in Figure 5 . Formally, the set of extractable rules R for a given word-aligned sentence pair e, A, f with parse tree t for f is the smallest set subject to the following two conditions:
• Each initial rule is in R and thus extractable.
• For every initial rule r and extractable rule r ∈ R, any flat rule r , into which we can substitute r to obtain ρ with flat(ρ) = r , is in R and thus extractable. 2 For our running example depicted in Figure 3 we display some extractable rules in Figure 6 . Unfortunately, already Chiang (2007) points out that the set of all extractable rules is generally too large and keeping all extractable rules leads to slow training, slow decoding, and spurious ambiguity. Our MBOT rules are restricted by the parse tree for the target sentence, but the MBOT model permits additional flexibility due to the presence of multiple target tree fragments. Overall, we experience the same problems, and consequently, in the experiments we use the following additional constraints on rules s → (t 1 , . . . , t n ): (a) We only consider source phrases p of length at most 10 (i.e., i − i < 10 for p = [i, i ]). 3 (b) The source string s contains at most 5 occurrences of lexical items or X (i.e. s ≤ 5). (c) The source string s cannot have consecutive Xs (i.e., XX is not a substring of s). (d) The source string contains at least one lexical item that was aligned in e, A, f . (e) The left-most token of the source string s cannot be X (i.e., s[1, 1] = X). Our implementation can easily be modified to handle other constraints. Figure 7 shows extractable rules violating those additional constraints. Table 1 gives an overview on how many rules are extracted. Our string-to-tree variant extracts 12-17 times more rules than the minimal tree-totree rule extraction. For our experiments (see Section 6), we filter all rule tables on the given input. The decoding times for the minimal MBOT and our MBOT share the same order of magnitude.
Model Features
For each source language sentence e, we want to determine its most likely translationf given bŷ
3 Note that this restricts the set of initial rules.
for some unknown probability distributions p. We estimate p(e | f )·p(f ) by a log-linear combination of features h i (·) with weights λ i scored on sentential forms e → (t) of our extracted MBOT M such that the leaves of t read (left-to-right) f .
We use the decoder provided by MBOT-Moses of Braune et al. (2013) and its standard features, which includes all the common features (Koehn, 2009 ) and a gap penalty 100 1−c , where c is the number of target tree fragments that contributed to t. This feature discourages rules with many target tree fragments. As usual, all features are obtained as the product of the corresponding rule features for the rules used to derive e → (t) by means of substitution. The rule weights for the translation weights are obtained as relative frequencies normalized over all rules with the same right-and left-hand side. Good-Turing smoothing (Good, 1953 ) is applied to all rules that were extracted at most 10 times. The lexical translation weights are obtained as usual.
Experimental Results
We considered three reasonable baselines: (i) minimal MBOT, (ii) non-contiguous STSSG (Sun et al., 2009) , or (iii) a string-to-tree Moses system. We decided against the minimal MBOT as a baseline since tree-to-tree systems generally get lower BLEU scores than string-to-tree systems. We nevertheless present its BLEU scores (see Table 3 ). Unfortunately, we could not compare to Sun et al. (2009) because their decoder and rule extraction algorithms are not publicly available. Furthermore, we have the impression that their system does not scale well:
• Only around 240,000 training sentences were used. Our training data contains between 1.8M and 5.7M sentence pairs.
• The development and test set were length- ratio filtered to sentences up to 50 characters. We do not modify those sets.
• Only rules with at most one gap were allowed which would be equivalent to restrict the number of target tree fragments to 2 in our system. Hence we decided to use a string-to-tree Moses system as baseline (see Section 6.1).
Setup
As a baseline system for our experiments we use the syntax-based component (Hoang et al., 2009) of the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) . Our system is the presented translation system based on MBOTs. We use the MBOT-Moses decoder (Braune et al., 2013) which -similar to the baseline decoder -uses a CYK+ chart parsing algorithm using a standard X-style parse tree which is sped up by cube pruning (Chiang, 2007) with integrated language model scoring.
Our and the baseline system use linguistic syntactic annotation (parses) only on the target side (string-to-tree). During rule extraction we impose the restrictions of Section 4. Additional glue-rules that concatenate partial translations without performing any reordering are used in all systems.
For all experiments (English-to-German, English-to-Arabic, and English-to-Chinese), the training data was length-ratio filtered. The word alignments were generated by GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) with the grow-diag-final-and heuristic . The following language-specific processing was performed. The German text was true-cased and the functional and morphological annotations were removed from the parse. The Arabic text was tokenized with MADA (Habash et al., 2009 ) and transliterated according to Buckwalter (2002) . Finally, the Chinese text was word-segmented using the Stanford Word Segmenter (Chang et al., 2008) .
In all experiments the feature weights λ i of the log-linear model were trained using minimum error rate training (Och, 2003) . The remaining information for the experiments is presented in Table 2 .
Quantitative Analysis
The overall translation quality was measured with 4-gram BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) on truecased data for German, on transliterated data for Arabic, and on word-segmented data for Chinese. Significance was computed with Gimpel's implementation (Gimpel, 2011) of pairwise bootstrap resampling with 1,000 samples. Table 3 lists the evaluation results. In all three setups the MBOT system significantly outperforms the baseline. For German we obtain a BLEU score of 15.90 which is a gain of 0.68 points. For Arabic we get an increase of 0.78 points which results in 49.10 BLEU. For Chinese we obtain a score of 18.35 BLEU gaining 0.66 points. 4 We also trained a vanilla phrase-based system for each language pair on the same data as described in Table 2 .
To demonstrate the usefulness of the multiple
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English to Arabic English to Chinese training data 7th EuroParl corpus (Koehn, 2005) MultiUN corpus (Eisele and Chen, 2010) Table 3 : Evaluation results. The starred results are statistically significant improvements over the baseline (at confidence p < 1%).
target tree fragments of MBOTs, we analyzed the MBOT rules that were used when decoding the test set. We distinguish several types of rules. A rule is contiguous if it has only 1 target tree fragment. All other rules are (potentially) discontiguous. Moreover, lexical rules are rules whose leaves are exclusively lexical items. All other rules (i.e., those that contain at least one non-lexical leaf) are structural. Table 4 reports how many rules of each type are used during decoding for both our MBOT system and the minimal MBOT. Below, we focus on analyzing our MBOT system. Out of the rules used for German, 27% were (potentially) discontiguous and 5% were structural. For Arabic, we observe 67% discontiguous rules and 26% structural rules. For translating into Chinese 30% discontiguous rules were used and the structural rules account to 18%. These numbers show that the usage of discontiguous rules tunes to the specific language pair. For instance, Arabic utilizes them more compared to German and Chinese. Furthermore, German uses a lot of lexical rules which is probably due to the fact that it is a morphologically rich language. On the other hand, Arabic and Chinese make good use of structural rules. In addition, Table 4 presents a finer-grained analysis based on the number of target tree fragments. Only rules with at most 8 target tree fragments were used. While German and Arabic seem to require some rules with 6 target tree fragments, Chinese probably does not. We conclude that the number of target tree fragments can be restricted to a language-pair specific number during rule extraction.
Qualitative Analysis
In this section, we inspect some English-toGerman translations generated by the Moses baseline and our MBOT system in order to provide some evidence for linguistic constructions that our system handles better. We identified (a) the realization of reflexive pronouns, relative pronouns, and particle verbs, (b) the realization of verbal material, and (c) local and long distance reordering to be better throughout than in the baseline system. All examples are (parts of) translations of sentences from the test data. Ungrammatical constructions are enclosed in brackets and marked with a star. We focus on instances that seem relevant to the new ability to use non-minimal rules.
We start with an example showing the realization of a reflexive pronoun. Here the baseline drops the reflexive pronoun sich, which is correctly realized by the MBOT system. The rule used is displayed in Figure 8 . Next, we show a translation in which our system correctly generates a whole verbal segment. The baseline drops the verbal construction whereas the large non-minimal rule of Figure 9 allows our MBOT to avoid that drop. Again, the required reflexive pronoun sich is realized as well as the necessary comma before the conjunction dass. Another feature of MBOT is its power to perform long distance reordering with the help of several discontiguous output fragments. 
Conclusion
We present an application of a string-to-tree variant of local multi bottom-up tree transducers, which are tree-to-tree models, to statistical machine translation. Originally, only minimal rules were extracted, but to overcome the typically lower translation quality of tree-to-tree systems and minimal rules, we abolish the syntactic annotation on the source side and develop a stringto-tree variant. In addition, we present a new pa-rameterized rule extraction that can extract nonminimal rules, which are particularly helpful for translating fixed phrases. It would be interesting to know how much can be gained when using only one contribution at a time. Hence, we will explore the impact of string-to-tree and non-minimal rules in isolation. We demonstrate that our new system significantly outperforms the standard Moses string-totree system on three different large-scale translation tasks (English-to-German, English-to-Arabic, and English-to-Chinese) with a gain between 0.53 and 0.87 BLEU points. An analysis of the rules used to decode the test sets suggests that the usage of discontiguous rules is tuned to each language pair. Furthermore, it shows that only discontiguous rules with at most 8 target tree fragments are used. Thus, further research could investigate a hard limit on the number of target tree fragments during rule extraction. We also perform a manual inspection of the obtained translations and confirm that our string-to-tree MBOT rules can adequately handle discontiguous phrases, which occur frequently in German, Arabic, and Chinese. Other languages that exhibit such phenomena include Czech, Dutch, Russian, and Polish. Thus, we hope that our approach can also be applied successfully to other language pairs.
To support further experimentation by the community, we publicly release our developed software and complete tool-chain (http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/ forschung/ressourcen/werkzeuge/ mbotmoses.html).
